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Report from Paris by Yves Messer 

'Revisionist' campaign hits France 

Is the Nazi Swiss banker Fran�ois Genoud behind the 

propaganda drive to deny the concentration camps? 

T he latest issue of Troisieme Voie 
(Third Way), organ of the raving anti
American "revolutionary national
ists" in France, now allied with the 
neo-Nazi pagans of the "New Right" 
to destroy "Western civilization," has 
a feature denouncing the "Auschwitz 
myth" as the "massive foundation of a 
blind and totalitarian faith." Gas 
chambers never existed, argues Tro
isieme Voie, and this "myth," the big
gest of our time, was concocted as a 
result of a "plot" between the United 
States and the "Zionists" in order to 
create the state of Israel, to degrade 
the peoples of Europe, to prevent the 
"reunification of the German Reich," 
and to crush the "defense of the fun
damental values of Blood and Soil." 

This disgusting provocation is part 
of a Soviet-orchestrated revival in 
France of the pro-Nazi, so-called re
visionist school. The operation was 
kicked off last. month with the an
nouncement that one Henri Rocques 
had successfully presented a doctoral 
thesis last year in Nantes, denying the 
existence of gas chambers under the 
Nazi regime. 

The jury which accepted Roc
ques's thesis was mostly composed of 
academics belonging to or close to the 
national-bolshevist "New Right." 

As this column previously docu
mented (EIR, June 6, 1986, p. 59), 
the French "New Right" has most bla
tantly exposed its partnership with the 
Kremlin in its attacks on Lyndon 
LaRouche and his associates. In its 
November-December 1985 issue, 
Troisieme Voie had published a slan
derous "dossier" on Lyndon La-
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Rouche and the Parti Ouvrier Euro
peen, which is led by co-thinkers of 
LaRouche in France. 

Who stands to benefit from the 
current wave of "revisionism," deny
ing the Nazi concentration camps? An 
insight was given in a 1979 interview 
of Albert Speer by M. Jean Pierre
Bloch, the president of the French anti
racist LICRA association. Speer, who 
pleaded gUilty to Nazi war crimes at 
the Nuremberg Tribunal, declared: "In 
Germany, a whole bunch of writers 
are trying to deny the existence of the 
crematorium furnaces. This campaign 
is coming from far away. I am con
vinced that Qaddafi and the Russians 
are behind this propaganda. Don't let 
it go on. Tomorrow everything could 
start again." 

Indeed, despite the hullabaloo 
stirred up recently, almost nobody has 
reacted to the fact that Rocques let slip 
his desire for a "New Yalt�" deal with 
the Soviets, by stating during a radio 
interview, his support for the "Rus
sian people with whom we have to 
build a united Europe .... " 

As the conservative daily paper 
Quotidien de Paris reported in its May 
26 issue, all four members of that 
Nantes University jury are either close 
collaborators or leaders of the French 
"New Right" neo-Nazi movement 
called GRECE, directed by Alain de 
Benoist. GRECE published in its 
quarterly magazine Element several 
attacks against the movement associ
ated with Lyndon LaRouche in France. 
GRECE is a think-tank which tries to 
infiltrate French institutions in order 
to spread its pagan neo-Nazi ideology, 

which is "anti-cpmmunist" but sup
portive of the cre� of "Moscow as the 
Third Rome," wlich is in fact the rul
ing ideology of Soviet Russia. 

The "New Right" doesn't hide its 
pro-Qaddafi feelings. One of its lead
ers, Guillaume faye, recently wrote 
for the El Badil magazine of Ahmed 
Ben Bella, part d,f the same "Islamic" 
terrorist netwo� as Qaddafi, and a 
protege of Swi�s banker Fran�ois 
Genoud, the pivpt of the Nazi Inter
national. Nor dqes the "New Right" 
hide its positive ;feelings toward for
mer Socialist Education Minister Jean
Pierre Chevenement. This could per
haps explain the toleration for Roc
ques's scandalo"s thesis. It must be 
noted that there qXists in France a "re
visionist" curre� denying the Jewish 
holocaust by thel Nazis, and which is 
not only linked .0 the extreme right. 
wing National Ffont, but also to the 
radical wing of th$: Socialist Party. This 
"revisionist" current was founded by 
Paul Rassinier, ..,..ho happened to be a 
socialist and anarchist militant! 

Quotidien de ParIs printed an in
teresting report dn M. Rocques's past 
which reveals tlijat he has been, since 
World War II, th� Paris correspondent 
of the Lausann�-based paper of the 
pro-Nazi Europqan New Order, called 
The Real Europ�. The European New 
Order is led b� another protege of 
Genoud, the co-founder of the Malmo 
International in 1951, M. Gaston Guy 
Amaudruz. The$e were the networks 
which helped both the right-wing OAS 
and the left-wi., FLN in the 1960s 
during the Algerian war, and which 
then attempted tp destabilize General 
de Gaulle. .. 

The French �'New Right"· is also 
working closely, with the Belgium
based "Young aurope" of Jean Fran
�ois Thiriart, !lDother well-known 
Genoud protegeJ 
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